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I am delighted to welcome you to the University of Glasgow for the 
Digital Curation Centre’s Second Annual Conference and am very 
pleased to ‘perform’ the opening ceremony.    
 
It seems fitting that we should be here in the Hunterian.     Its collections 
represent one of the finest assemblies in any University museum and they 
point to the fact that  Universities in their various ways, create and 
collect,  hold and secure, preserve and make available important records 
and materials for current and future generations. 
 
Over this University’s 550 years we have played a prominent role in 
supporting the preservation of the world’s scientific and cultural heritage. 
But just as important, we have worked hard to make it, and the 
knowledge  its resources impart, available to students, scholars, citizens.   
 
If we reflect for just a moment on the University Library we can say that 
there are in the region of 2 million volumes, over 19,000 electronic 
journals, which together drew around 1.4M visitors last year, that’s about 
4000 visitors per day, then I think we begin to capture the breadth of the 
resource – and I haven’t even included Archives, and the Museum.  It is 
then that I think we are reminded of the important responsibility we have 
to ensure that such resources remain, and remain open and available.  
 
It’s interesting, if not a little worrying to note, that effective record-
keeping has been seen to be an important function of the head of the 
University since at least 1490. The Annales Universitatis Glasguensis 
1451 - 1558 notes that the Lord Rector in order to assuage concerns over 
record keeping should procure a parchment book to record important 
writs, and a paper book to record judicial proceedings!   
 
But even then security of the record was an issue and in order to reassure 
the Rector and allay his fears it is recorded in 1522 that the Rector should 
deposit   
 
‘the Royal Charters and other writs of the University in the Common 
Chest, which he locks with four keys, and delivers these to four Masters’.  
 



Preserving, accessing, securing!  Many of the concepts remain the same.  
But we also know things are changing, and new challenges present 
themselves.  Electronic resources are an increasingly central part of our 
cultural and scientific memory. The way we create, hold and share 
knowledge is evolving.  From the comfort of my desk I can browse 
Glasgow University’s Special Collections the (November) Book of the 
Month - a rare Russian emblem book, or  explore the World of Chaucer 
and the range of medieval manuscripts that were part of his time. No need 
for white gloves and an appointment!  Only last week our Senate, was 
discussing the deposit of digital theses and all the issues that surround this 
particular development – and I can’t believe we’re the first Senate, nor 
the last, to do that!    
 
Embracing the digital world, to capitalise fully on all that it has to offer, 
balancing its risks and benefits, and addressing both, is part of our shared 
agenda.  And we know there are risks.  They begin before the digital 
record is created and continue for as long as the digital object needs to be 
retained.   Digital memory requires constant management at all stages 
during its lifecycle.   
 
But developing sustainable solutions to enable long-term curation and 
preservation of our digital memory is an enormous challenge. Indeed, it is 
too big an issue for an individual institution or even sectors to address 
independently. Concerted action at both national and international level is 
therefore required.   
 
This is why it is such good news for all concerned that, following its 
review of the Digital Curation Centre this summer, JISC has agreed to 
continue funding DCC for a further three years from March 2007. 
 
The  DCC is proof of the power of cross institutional collaboration, as the 
four core players, the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, UKOLN at the 
University of Bath, and the CCLRC (Central Laboratory of the Research 
Councils) have demonstrated over the past two years.   When you can 
combine these forces and ensure that the distributed teams  work 
effectively, the results are undoubtedly more powerful than any single 
institution might achieve in tackling the issues surrounding digital 
preservation.   
 
But the exciting network of activity in this area, which the DCC can 
contribute too and act as a catalyst, goes further and wider than the DCC 
itself.   There is tremendous potential to realise the axiom that the whole 
is greater than the sum of the parts!  And I make no apology for using a 
University of Glasgow example, HATII, which has worked tirelessly to 



raise awareness of the risks and to promote collaborative approaches to 
meeting digital curation and preservation challenges, has been pleased to 
be part of DCC research activities.  It brings with it interest, expertise in 
and links to a range of projects, which broadens and enriches the 
enterprise.  The creation of such collaborative activity has undoubtedly 
drawn European funding and given further dimension to projects like 
CASPAR (Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for Preservation, 
Access and Retrieval); PLANETS (Preservation and Long-term Access 
through NETworked Services), DigitalPreservationEurope (DPE).   (And 
if you want to find out more about them then you are welcome to join the 
European Commission Information Science and Technologies FP6: 
Digital Preservation Projects meeting on Thursday.) 
 
I would therefore want to congratulate the Director of DCC, Chris 
Rusbridge, who has been an influential player in digital publishing, thank 
Helen Hockx-Yu for the continuing support  of  JISC and urge all of you 
here today who represent  the various organisations and projects that 
cluster round the digital world  to continue to build on your commendable 
collaborative approach.  After all the challenge and the goal is great: 
Curating the world's cultural heritage in the future by digital means will 
enable the transfer of knowledge between disciplines, countries and 
generations on a global scale which was not possible in the world of 
paper. 
 
Over the next three days, there will be exciting opportunities for all of 
you to exchange ideas both formally and informally.  You will be able to 
share the latest thinking and research relating to how best to ensure the 
digital longevity of our scientific and research heritage - not an 
opportunity to be missed.  And so I hope that you will be able to take full 
advantage of this time spent together and that you have a fruitful and 
enjoyable conference. 
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